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RS 6000 ROADSIDE SPRAYER 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 

Congratulations on the purchase of your Norstar RS6000 Roadside Sprayer.  This is a state of 
the art sprayer for the precise application of herbicides to roadside vegetation.  The RS6000 
Sprayer uses a TASC 6300 chemical injection system to automatically monitor and control the 
precise amount of chemical being applied per acre.  Each chemical is stored in a separate 
chemical tank then automatically injected into the water pump at the rate set by the operator.  
The use of the injection system eliminates any need for premixing the chemical in the sprayer 
water tank.  The mixture is then applied through a low drift boomless sprayhead.  This allows 
the operator to make changes in rates as needed to eliminate over or under application. 

 
We are continually striving to make improvements on the Norstar RS6000 system to keep it 
the best unit available today.  To do this we welcome input from our users so please phone or 
drop us a line with your comments. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
 

The Norstar RS6000 sprayer provides precise chemical application from a boomless 
sprayhead mounted behind the operator.  The sprayhead contains 7 individually controlled 
boom sections.  The sprayhead can be tilted from an in-cab control console to compensate for 
changes in ditch or embankment slopes. 

 
The RS6000 sprayer has the ability to inject up to three chemicals at a time (6 available with 
optional Tasc 6600 console).  The system injects chemical accurately by using a computer to 
monitor vehicle ground speed, spray width, and the pre-set chemical application rates.  The 
chemicals are injected at the water pump inlet and thoroughly mixed with water.  The mixture 
is then distributed through the boomless sprayhead manifold to multiple nozzle assemblies.  
Regardless of changes in ground speed or spray width the computer will automatically 
maintain chemical injection at the operator’s preset application rates. 

 
 
 
 

 
      RS6000 SPRAYER OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS 

 
 

• Sprayhead is mounted behind the operator to maximize operator safety and to minimize 
chemical injection lag time. 

• All solid stream nozzles are used requiring maximum operating pressures of only 15 to 30 
P.S.I. 

• Multiple spray sections provide superior spray width flexibility. 

• Centrifugal water pump capable of providing 70 to 100 P.S.I. 
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OPERATION START-UP 
 

NOTE:  Before initial start-up of this machine both the RS6000 manual and the TASC manual 
should be read completely.  For training, calibration, and testing NORSTAR 
INDUSTRIES INC.  recommends water be used in lieu of chemical until the operators 
feel comfortable with the operation of the machine. 

1. Before filling make sure all valves are in the closed position. 
2. Fill the main water tank with water. 
3. Load chemical into the desired chemical tank(s), refer to the Chemical Loading section for 

instructions. 
4. To install the chemical pump tube, release the tube retaining strap and lift it up and away 

from the tube rollers. 
5. Clean the chemical pump tube rollers and retaing strap with a cloth to remove any dirt or 

grit from the tube running area. 
6. Lubricate the pump tube with tube lube then attach one hose quick disconnect fitting to the 

left hose connection.  Loop the tube over the rollers and down between the tube rollers and 
tube strap hinge (there is not enough space to between the tube roller assembly and the 
tube strap hinge to slip the tube in from the front without the possibility of damaging the 
tube).  Stretch the tube enough to lock the right hose quick disconnect fitting in place.  To 
prevent air leaks in the chemical lines, make sure the gaskets does not fall out or get 
twisted and that both fittings are tightened securely.   Swivel the tube retaining strap back 
into place and secure with the latch. 

7. Open the chemical tank valves ONLY after the tube retaining strap has been secured with 
the latch. 

8. Open both water tank outlet valves, and then momentarily open the tank drain valve at the 
water pump inlet to purge the lines of air for initial priming. 

9. Start the water pump engine or vehicle engine if the water pump is hydraulically driven. 
10. Turn all chemical pump switches off on the TASC Console.  Turn on the master switch and 

a boom switch on the RS6000 console.  Now turn the water pump switch on for 45 
seconds.  This should be enough time to see water discharging through the sprayhead 
nozzles that you turned on.  If not, turn off the water pump switch, open the small drain 
cock on top of the water pump and allow it to run until air is bled out.  This process may 
have to be repeated several times to completely purge the air out of the system. 

WARNING:  Running the pump without water will cause damage to the pump seals. 
11. Once the water pump is primed each sprayhead boom switch should be turned on and off 

several times to bleed the air out of the solenoid diaphragms.  Bleeding air from the 
solenoids may be required each time the unit runs out of water.  

WARNING: Do not allow the water pump to run for more than a 5 minutes with all boom 
switches off.  This can cause water pump damage due to overheating. 

12. At this point the machine is ready for calibration, (refer to page 23). 

CAUTION: Calibration is necessary on initial start-up, or when a pump tube is replaced.  
         Also check calibration if application rates seem to be off. 
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CHEMICAL LOADING 
 
WARNING: Protective gear should be worn when handling any chemical. 

 
STANDARD LOADING 
 

1. Close all valves on the chemical tanks. 
2. Remove the lid. 
3. Pour the desired amount of liquid chemical into the chemical tank and replace the lid. 
4. Powders and granular chemicals must be mixed with water.  Add water to the chemical 

tank first, then add the chemical.  The chemical should be poured in slowly while agitating 
until a thoroughly mixed slurry is achieved. 

 
NOTE: Constant agitation is required to keep powders and granular chemicals in suspension. 

 
CLOSED LOADING SYSTEM (OPTIONAL) 
 

LOAD CHEMICAL TANK(S) 
 

• At the closed load manifold: 
1. Attach the chemical probe hose to the flat face quick disconnect located at the bottom of 

the manifold. 
2. Place the chemical probe in the product container. 
3. Turn the ball valve for the chemical probe to “Load” as indicated on the label. 
4. Turn the ball valve for the desired chemical tank to “Load” as indicated on the label. 

 
• At the bottom of the chemical tank to be filled: 

5. Close the ball valve to the chemical pump. 
6. Open the ball valve to the chemical tank. 
7. Ensure the drain ball valve is closed. 
 

• At the transfer pump: 
8. Select the proper calibration factor on the meter.  See Sotera Model 850 Meter CAL 

Factor Selection Procedure for instructions (refer to page 6). 
9. Turn the transfer pump on and fill until the desired quantity of product is in the tank. 
10. When finished, turn the pump off and move the ball valves on the closed loading 

manifold to the off position. 
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UNLOAD CHEMICAL TANK(S) 
 

• At the closed load manifold: 
1. Attach the chemical probe hose to the flat face quick disconnect located at the bottom of 

the manifold. 
2. Place the chemical probe in the product container. 
3. Turn the ball valve for the chemical probe to “Unload” as indicated on the label. 
4. Turn the ball valve for the chemical tank to be unloaded to “Unload” as indicated on the 

label. 
 

• At the bottom of the chemical tank to be emptied: 
5. Close the ball valve to the chemical pump. 
6. Open the ball valve to the chemical tank. 
7. Ensure the drain ball valve is closed. 

 
• At the transfer pump: 

8. Turn the transfer pump on. 

9. When finished, turn the ball valves on the closed loading manifold to their off positions. 

 
Transfer Chemical Between Onboard Tanks 

 
• At the closed load manifold: 

1. Turn the ball valve for the chemical tank to transfer FROM to “Unload” as indicated on 
the label. 

2. Turn the ball valve for the chemical tank to transfer TO to “Load” as indicated on the 
label. 

 
• At the bottom of the chemical tank to transfer to and transfer from: 

3. Close the ball valve to the chemical pump. 
4. Open the ball valve to the chemical tank. 
5. Ensure the drain ball valve is closed. 

 
• At the transfer pump: 

6. Turn the transfer pump on until the desired amount of product is transferred. 

7. When finished, turn the ball valves on the closed loading manifold to their off positions. 
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System Flush 
 

• At the closed load manifold: 
1. Turn the ball valve(s) for the chemical tank line(s) to be flushed to “Load” as indicated 

on the label. 
2. Turn the water ball valve on the top of the manifold on. 

 
• At the bottom of the chemical tanks whose lines are to be flushed: 

3. Turn the ball valve to the chemical pump on. 
4. Turn the ball valve to the chemical tank off. 
5. Ensure the drain ball valve is closed. 

 
• At the transfer pump: 

8. Turn the transfer pump on. 
9. Continue normal spraying with the chemical pumps on until the chemical lines are clear. 
10.  When finished, turn the ball valves on the closed loading manifold to their off positions. 

 
WARNING: All ball valves on the closed loading manifold should be in the OFF position when  
                    not in use or chemical mixing between tanks can occur. 
 
Sotera Model 850 Meter CAL Factor Selection Procedure 

 
Change Calibration Factor 

1. Turn the meter on. 
2. Press and hold button 3 for 3 seconds.  Only CAL and the number below it will be 

displayed. 
3. Use the supplied chemical chart to select the proper calibration factor based upon the 

chemical being used and the temperature. 
4. Press button 3 repeatedly to change the number to the desired calibration factor.  The 

number will return to zero after reaching 19. 
5. Press button 2 to set the number – the meter is now ready to use. 

 
Product Not Listed On Chart 

If a product does not appear on the supplied chart, a calibration (CAL) factor can be 
selected using a calibration container.  Each CAL factor represents 1% accuracy; so on a 5 
gallon calibration container 1% is 0.05 gallons.  Follow the procedure listed below to 
determine the correct CAL factor. 
 
1. Turn the meter on. 
2. Change the CAL factor to 4. 
3. Prime the system so no air is present. 
4. Dispense the product into a calibration container. 
 



5. Determine the amount of product that was dispensed into the container and compare to 
the meter reading.  If the volume displayed on the meter is less than the amount 
dispensed, select a lower CAL factor.  If the volume displayed on the meter is higher 
than the amount dispensed select a higher CAL factor. 

6. Subtract the measured value from the meter reading to obtain the difference. 
7. Divide the difference by the accuracy value (1% of the calibration container volume) to 

find how much to change the CAL factor. 
8. Add the result to the current CAL factor to obtain the correct CAL factor for the product. 

 
Example: 
With the CAL factor set at 4, a product is dispensed into a 5-gallon calibration container. 
 
The calibration container reads 5.00 gallons and the meter reads 5.35 gallons.  Therefore, a 
higher calibration factor is needed. 
 
The difference is then 0.35 gallons:  

gallonsvaluemeasuredgallonsreadingmetergallons 35.0)(00.5)(35.5 =−  
 
The CAL factor change would then be 7: 

7
5%1

35.07
05.0
35.0

=
×

=
gallons

gallonsor
gallons
gallons  

 
The correct CAL factor for the product would now be 11: 

11)(7)(4 =+ valuechangecalculatednumberCALprevious  
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Calibration (CAL) Factor Table 
 
 Fluid Temperature †

Product 30º F 40º F 50º F 60º F 70º F 80º F 
Banvel SGF®     5  
Roundup®      15 
Roundup® Ultra 16 16 16 15 15 14 
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       

 
† Fluid temperature in mini bulk tanks stored outdoors will be approximately the average of the daily high and low temperatures. 
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CHEMICAL RATES 
 

The Norstar system provides the ability to make speed and width changes without effecting the 
chemical application rate.  The TASC console monitors ground speed and spray widths, 
automatically increasing or decreasing the speed of each chemical injection pump to maintain 
preset chemical application rates.  Application rates for the water (carrier) differs from chemical in 
that it is fixed. The gallon per acre (GPA) of water increases as the vehicle speed decreases.    

 
NOTE:  Care must be taken in the selection of chemical rates to insure the label rates for carrier 

and chemicals are followed. 
 

FLUID OUNCES CONVERSION TABLE 
1 Pint = 16 Fluid Ounces 

2 Pints = 1 Quart = 32 Fluid Ounces 
4 Pints = 2 Quarts = 64 Fluid Ounces 

8 Pints = 4 Quarts = 1 Gallon = 128 Fluid Ounces 
 

 
SINGLE CHEMICALS 
 

The single chemical is loaded in the chemical tank, then the ounces per acre application rate is 
installed in that chemical pump application rate position on the TASC console. 

 
MULTIPLE CHEMICALS IN ONE TANK 
 

WARNING:  Chemical compatibility should be checked prior to mixing in the chemical tank.  
Contact the chemical supplier for their recommendation and also mix up a test 
batch.     

 
Herbicides and additives are commonly mixed in one tank when they are normally dispensed at 
the same time. For example: if your application rate is 2 Quarts (64 oz.) per acre of herbicide and 
1 Pint (16 oz.) per acre of surfactant, then both go into the tank at that ratio.  The chemical rate 
you put in the computer would be the total of both application rates or 80 oz. per acre.   

 
NOTE:  Accumulated values will be the total of all chemicals in tank. 
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WETTABLE POWDERS AND GRANULARS 
 

Label rates for powders and granular chemicals are generally labeled in ounces or pounds per 
acre.  To inject these chemicals a slurry must be made by mixing water with the chemical.  We 
suggest using a small quantity to start.  For example, start with 1 gallon of water, then add 1 lb. 
of measured powder and mix thoroughly.  Measure the total liquid volume of the mixture.  The 
total liquid volume will be greater than the 1 gallon of water.  For example: 128 oz. of water 
mixed with 1 lb. of powder could possibly make a slurry with a total volume of 132 oz.  This is 
the rate you put in the TASC console if you are applying one pound of chemical per acre.  

 
APPLICATION TIPS: 
1. Periodic calibrations should be performed to ensure an accurate application. 
2. Use suspenders and anti-foam agents very carefully.  
3. Do not allow mixture to stand in tank without agitation for long periods. 
4. Mix only what you will use in that day, and flush tank and lines after use to eliminate a 

blockage. 

 
NOTE: Multiple chemicals can be added same as the liquids described on previous page using 

the same ratio. 
 

WARNING: DO NOT add drift control agents to the slurry mixture or problems can occur. 
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CHEMICAL TANK LEVEL INDICATORS (OPTIONAL) 
 

Six indicator lights are located in the RS6000 control console.  The lights are wired to float 
switches in the bottom of each chemical tank.  When the material level drops below the float 
level, the tank indicator will come on. 

 
WARNING:  Care must be taken not to damage float switch in tank bottom when mixing 

chemical with anything other than standard agitator. 
 

NOTE: Due to chemical residue accumulating around the float switch, fresh water rinsing is 
required on a regular basis to insure proper operation. 

 
DRIFT CONTROL SYSTEM (OPTIONAL) 
 

The drift control system uses a venturi to draw the material out of a chemical tank, through a 
flow control and solenoid valve, and injects it at the inlet of the water pump.  The solenoid 
valve opens and closes with the master switch on the TASC 6300 console.  This will eliminate 
loading the water pump up with material when sprayhead solenoids are closed but the water 
pump is still running.  The flow control is used to regulate the rate of material being used. 
 
Operation 
1. Fill the drift control tank with product. 
2. Open the tank shut off valve 
3. To adjust the flow control valve to the desired injection rate, start at the lowest setting (first 

color ring) and working up by monitoring the usage over a few tanks of water.  
 
NOTE: Use only drift control products in the 1-% concentrate category like Exacto's Formula 358, 

Nalco's Sta-Put or similar products. 
 
WARNING:  When the drift control tank is empty, the shut off valve must be closed for proper 

water pump operation. 
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OPERATION SHUTDOWN 
 

1. If granular or dry flowable chemicals are used we recommend you flush the chemical tank 
and lines with water before step #2. 

 
NOTE:  With optional closed loading system, close the valve at the bottom of the chemical 

tank and open the valve to the chemical pump.  At the closed loading panel select the 
water position, open valve on the panel for chemical tank to be flushed, and turn on 
power switch.  Repeat for each chemical pump. 

 
2. Run all the chemical pumps until all sprayhead nozzles show clear water. 

 
NOTE: Cycling boom solenoids off and on several times works the best for a system flush. 

 
3. Close all water tank and chemical tank outlet valves. 

 
WARNING: All valves must be closed when sprayer is not being used to ensure 

chemical does not contaminate main water tank. 
 

4. Release the tube retaining strap on Legack chemical pumps. Remove tubes from under 
rollers on older style chemical pumps. 
 

5. Turn the power switches on the TASC and the RS6000 consoles to the off position.  This 
will prevent battery drain. 
 

6. Unit is ready for storage at above freezing temperatures.  For below freezing temperatures 
see the winterizing section. 
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MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE 
 

DAILY 
1. Check the oil in the auxiliary engine or hydraulic tank as required. 
2. Inspect the nozzles on the sprayhead for build up and clean with a soft bristled brush if 

necessary. 
3. Check the spray pattern for uniform coverage and adjust as needed. 
4. Check operating pressures of the sprayhead boom sections at regulator gauges. 
5. Inspect all chemical tanks and lines for possible damage. 
6. Clean and inspect the chemical pump tubes, rollers and housing for wear or damage. 
7. Lubricate the chemical pump tube with the correct tube lube only. 
8. Check all calibration numbers in the TASC 6300 console. 

 
WEEKLY 
1. Clean the face of the radar unit with a damp soft cloth. 
2. Clean the water pump inlet and outlet strainers (daily when water quality is poor).  

 
AS REQUIRED 
1. Disassemble, clean, and inspect the solenoids, replacing diaphragms as needed. 
2. Remove and clean the regulator screens located under the large hex, behind the gauge on 

each regulator. 
3. Check pressures of individual sprayhead boom sections using a calibration gauge. 
4. Clean the air filter and change the oil in auxiliary engine if so equipped (see engine owners 

manual). 
5. Change the hydraulic return filter after the first 150 hours, then 500 hours after that if so 

equipped. 
6. Clear ¼” bypass line between water pump and injection point at the water pump at least 

once a season. More often if powders are used. 

 
WARNING:  Disconnect all battery cables to the RS6000 system if ANY WELDING is done on 

chassis.  Disconnecting the power will not erase the information stored in the 
console. 
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WATER PUMP PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT 
 

NOTE:  Maximum water pump pressure is 100 PSI with solenoids closed (deadheaded). 
 

ENGINE DRIVEN 
 

1. Start auxiliary engine and allow the engine to warm up. 
2. Turn on the water pump switch and run water through a few sprayhead boom sections to 

ensure no air is trapped in the pump. 
3. With all sprayhead boom switches off (deadheaded), the pressure on the main system 

gauge should indicate 75 - 80 PSI. 
4. To change the pressure increase or decrease the engine throttle as required. 

 
HYDRAULIC DRIVEN 

 
1. Start chassis engine and set throttle at high idle (1000 RPM). 
2. Turn on the water pump switch and run water through a few boom sections to ensure no air 

is trapped in the pump. 
3. With all boom sections off (deadheaded), the pressure on the main system gauge should 

indicate 75 - 80 PSI. 
4. To change the pressure, loosen the jamb nut on the water pump speed control knob 

(hydraulic flow control), make the required adjustment and tighten jamb nut. 
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SPRAYHEAD NOZZLE PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT 
 

NOTE:  Main pump pressure should be checked before setting sprayhead boom sections. 
 

1. Disconnect the power wire located on the back of nutating motor. 
2. Remove one nozzle from the #1 sprayhead section.  Install a calibration gauge and tube 

assembly (part # NS3110) in the open #1 nozzle hole with the nozzle installed in the end of 
calibration tube.  Position the gauge so other nozzles do not spray on the gauge. 

3. Start the water pump and turn on #1 sprayhead nozzle assembly. 
4. Check the pressure on the gauge installed and adjust if required (see nozzle chart specific 

to sprayhead assembly). 
 

NOTE:  Pressure gauges on sprayhead regulators are for reference only.  They will  
             indicate a higher pressure than calibration gauge due to pressure drops. 
 

5. If an adjustment is necessary, loosen the jamb nut on the tee handle at the back of the 
regulator for # 1 nozzle assembly.  

6. Turn the tee handle clockwise to increase pressure and counter clockwise to reduce 
pressure then tighten the jamb nut. 

7. Turn the sprayhead boom section on and off a few times and re-check pressure. 
8. Turn off the sprayhead boom section, stop the water pump and remove the calibration 

gauge. 
9. Repeat the procedure on all sprayhead nozzle assemblies 
10. Connect the power wire on nutating motor. 
11. Check the spray pattern and adjust as needed. 
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SPRAYHEAD NOZZLE SETUP 
 

The standard Norstar RS6000 Nutating sprayhead is supplied with nozzles that apply water 
(carrier) at a rate of 35 gallons per acre at 11 MPH.  This is achieved by taking pressure 
readings directly at the nozzle assemblies and adjusting the individual regulators to the values 
shown on the tables below.  The use of solid stream nozzles reduces drift, but it is 
recommended that drift control agents also be used. 
 
STANDARD NOZZLE SET 

 
35 GPA @ 11 MPH - C-CAM 

Boom Section Nozzle Qty Width Pressue 

#1 S1/8U-0006 4 2’   ( 24” ) 20 PSI 
#2 S1/8U-0007 3 2’   ( 24” ) 20 PSI 
#3 S1/8U-0011 4 4’   ( 48” ) 20 PSI 
#4 S1/8U-0014 3 4’   ( 48” ) 20 PSI 
#5 H1/8U-0010 4 4’   ( 48” ) 25 PSI 
#6 H1/8U-0014 4 6’   ( 72” ) 25 PSI 
#7 H1/8U-0014 4 6’   ( 72” ) 25 PSI 

 
OPTIONAL NOZZLE SETS 

 
25 GPA @ 11 MPH - C-CAM 

Boom Section Nozzle Qty Width Pressue 

#1 S1/8U-0004 4 2’   ( 24” ) 20 PSI 
#2 S1/8U-0005 3 2’   ( 24” ) 20 PSI 
#3 S1/8U-0007 4 4’   ( 48” ) 20 PSI 
#4 S1/8U-0010 3 4’   ( 48” ) 20 PSI 
#5 H1/8U-0007 4 4’   ( 48” ) 25 PSI 
#6 H1/8U-0010 4 6’   ( 72” ) 25 PSI 
#7 H1/8U-0010 4 6’   ( 72” ) 25 PSI 

 
50 GPA @ 11 MPH - C-CAM 

Boom Section Nozzle Qty Width Pressue 

#1 S1/8U-0008 4 2’   ( 24” ) 20 PSI 
#2 S1/8U-0010 3 2’   ( 24” ) 20 PSI 
#3 S1/8U-0015 4 4’   ( 48” ) 20 PSI 
#4 S1/8U-0020 3 4’   ( 48” ) 20 PSI 
#5 H1/8U-0013 4 4’   ( 48” ) 25 PSI 
#6 H1/8U-0020 4 6’   ( 72” ) 25 PSI 
#7 H1/8U-0020 4 6’   ( 72” ) 25 PSI 

 
NOTE: For special nozzle requirements consult the factory. 
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WINTERIZING 
 

1. Empty the chemical tanks completely and flush thoroughly with water. 
2. Open both water tank outlet valves and drain valve.  Close them after tank is completely 

empty. 

3. Fill each chemical tank with one half-gallon of RV antifreeze. 
NOTE:  With optional closed loading, use the chemical probe in the antifreeze container to load 

tanks.  This will fill the tanks and also protect the closed loading system. 
4. Install the chemical pump tubes, secure tube retaining strap with the latch, and open the 

chemical tank valves 

5. With the water pump NOT RUNNING turn on the TASC console, all chemical pump 
switches, and all sprayhead solenoid switches. 

6. Turn the sprayhead boom width switch to auto, display selector to test speed, and set a 15 
mph test speed. 

7. Turn on the master switch, which should cause the chemical pumps to inject antifreeze into 
the water pump. Run all pumps until tanks are empty. 

8. Fill one tank with the remainder of antifreeze and use only 1 pump to finish. 
9. Shut off each sprayhead boom section switch as antifreeze is seen coming out of the 

respective nozzles. 
10. Turn off the master switch, set the boom width switch to B or C, and open one of the water 

tank outlet valves. Note: The wider the setting will cause the pump to run faster. 
11. Turn on section #9. It may require pluging off the section with a QD cap or crimping the 

hose to keep material from being discarded out of the boom section. 
12. Turn on the master switch until antifreeze is seen in water tank then shut off the master 

switch. 
13. Close the water tank outlet valve and repeat the procedure with the second valve. 
14. Use the same procedure as the water tank to fill the hose reel.  Be sure to lock the 

handgun trigger on and open the handgun feedline valve before starting pumps.  Do not 
close feedline valve or release handgun trigger with pumps running. 

NOTE:  Winterizing your sprayer should take approximately 2 - 3 gallons of antifreeze  
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CLOSED LOADING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 
 

Sotera Model 850 Meter Recalibration Procedure 
 

Over time, the chamber inside the meter will wear, requiring recalibration.  The 850 meter is 
designed to be recalibrated with water for safe handling and to provide a consistent baseline 
measurement.  Recalibrating the meter with clean water will insure the CAL factors remain 
accurate. 
 
You will need a container of known volume, at least 5 gallons or larger.  Do not exceed a 60-
gallon container. 

 
1. Press buttons 2 and 4 at the same time and hold for 3 seconds.  The display will read the 

version of the software loaded in the meter (example: “7r1.02”) 
2. Press button 3 to enter calibration mode.  The unit of measure will be displayed. 
3. Press the ON button to change the unit of measure, if required. 
4. Press button 3.  The display will read “FILL”. 
5. Now dispense fluid into your container.  “FILL” will flash on the display.  For best results, 

dispense fluid at the same flow rate that will be used in actual use. 
6. After dispensing, press the ON button.  The left digit of the display will blink. 
7. Press button 4 to increment the digit to the amount of fluid dispensed (example 05.00).  Press 

the ON button to move to the right.  If you make a mistake, press button 2 to start back at the 
left-most digit. 

8. After the number is entered, press the ON button again to accept. 
9. Display will now show CAL 4.  Press the ON button again to accept.  The display will again 

show the software version loaded on the meter. 
 

NOTE: If the value entered is out of an acceptable range, the display will read “Err0” and the 
meter will revert to the previous settings. 

 
10. Press button 2 to get back to the normal operating mode. 

 
Sotera Model 850 Meter Battery Replacement Procedure 

 
The low battery icon will flash when the batteries begin to lose power.  The meter will still function 
properly for several days after the icon begins to flash.  The calibration, current total, and totalizer 
quantities will not be lost when replacing the batteries. 

 
1. Unscrew the meter cap by hand. 
2. Insert a flat-head screw driver into the face plate pry slot and gently pry up the face plate. 
3. Gently lift off the face plate being careful to not pull on the lead wire between the face plate 

and the meter housing. 
4. Remove the old batteries and insert new ones, making sure the battery polarity is correct.  

Meter damage could occur if the batteries are installed incorrectly. 
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5. Make sure the o-ring is on the meter face plate and press the face plate gently down into the 
meter housing. 

6. Screw the meter cap back onto the meter until hand tight. 

 
Sotera Model 850 Meter Troubleshooting Guide 

 
Problem Possible Cause Solution Notes 

Meter won’t turn on • Dead batteries 
• Damaged or contaminated 

electronics module 

• Replace batteries. 
• Replace electronics 

module & gaskets. 

Seal to electronic chamber is 
broken if display label is 
removed or punctured. 

Flashing decimal • Current total has rolled 
over. 

• Reset meter (if desired). Meter will continue to operate 
normally. 

Flashing or dim 
display 

• Low batteries. • Replace batteries. Use alkaline batteries. 

Fluid flows; meter 
won’t count 

• Meter disk sticking. 
• Damaged driver or 

magnet. 
• Meter failure. 
• Air sensor sticking 

• Clean out meter chamber. 
• Repair or replace chamber 

assembly. 
• Repair or replace meter. 
• Remove and clean air 

sensor. 

 

Meter reads high • Entrained air in system. 
• Wrong calibration factor. 

• Prime system; fix suction 
leak at pump. 

• Use a higher calibration 
factor. 

• Check fluid temperature. 

Meter will count air. 
Chemical formulations 
sometimes change. 

Meter reads low • Wrong calibration factor. 
• Meter chamber is worn. 
• Damaged or severely 

worn chamber. 

• Use a lower calibration 
factor. 

• Check fluid temperature. 
• Recalibrate meter with 

water†. 
• Replace the chamber and 

recalibrate meter†. 

Chemical formulations 
sometimes change. 

Meter is not 
consistent 

• Entrained air in system. 
• Particulates in fluid. 
• Meter has worn or 

damaged chamber. 

• Prime system; fix suction 
leak at pump. 

• Put screen in front of 
meter. 

• Replace chamber. 

 
 
40 mesh minimum. 

Err0 • Calibration error. 
• Damaged chamber. 

• Recalibrate meter with 
more accurate container†. 

• Replace chamber. 

Indicates fluid calibration is 
out of acceptable window.  
Volumetric container may be 
off, or the meter chamber 
may be damaged. 

Err1 • Damaged electronics. 
• Software fault. 

• Repair or replace 
electronics. 

• Press button 2 then 
recalibrate meter†. 

Contact factory. 

Err2 • Bad eeprom. • Replace electronics. Meter still functions, but all 
data will be lost if batteries 
are removed. 

 

† See Sotera Model 850 Meter Recalibration Procedure 
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RS 6000 ROADSIDE SPRAYER 
HANDGUN OPERATION  

TASC 6000/6300/6600 MANUAL SUPPLEMENT 
 
TASC roadside operations require, at least, TASC software level 3.10 or above, the inclusion of an external handgun 
function switch, an interface cable and a flow switch in the handgun feed line. 
There are special features of the TASC available to Roadside Applicators in both the handgun and normal modes.  The 
handgun option allows the user to set chemical injection rates based on carrier flow rates, (i.e., ounces per 100 gallons of 
carrier.)  Pumps start and stop in response to the start of carrier flow sensed by a flow sensing switch.  Chemical injection 
will only occur when the handgun trigger is pulled and flow is established. 
 
SET-UP MODE FUNCTIONS:  First put the TASC in the handgun mode.  To do this, set the mode switch on the RS 6000 
console to “HANDGUN”.  Now, Turn the TASC power “ON” and put the mode selector switch to “SET-UP. 
 
The following programming functions are available in the TASC console: 
 
SPEED: An “Err” message will appear (GSO is not available in the handgun mode.) 
 
AREA:  Area will not accumulate in handgun mode. 
 
CHEM., CHEM. APPLIED:  This is the pump calibration number for each injection pump (see Section 2.8 in the TASC 

manual.) 
 
CHEM., CHEM. RATE:  With pump switch in the “ON” position, program the rate as ounces per 100 gallons of 

carrier (use the INC/DEC switch to set this rate.)  With pump switch in the “ALT”: position, 
the display will read as a ratio (i.e. 1:100 ,1gal. or ”128 oz.” chemical to 100 gal. Carrier). 
The pump can be programmed in either position. 

 
CHEMICAL, % RATE:  Use the INC/DEC switch to select the desired rate change % for chemicals. 
 
CARRIER RATE:  Use the INC/DEC switch to set the desired carrier rate to zero, “0” GALLONS PER 

MINUTE.  The console will operate in a MONITOR ONLY MODE regulating flow by the 
handgun nozzle size and pressure. 

 
CARRIER TOTAL APPLIED: The flow meter calibration number (Section 2.6 in the TASC Manual.) 
 
WIDTH: The message “none” will appear (boom width is not used in the handgun mode.) 
 
DISTANCE: The distance calibration number (Section 2.7 in the TASC Manual.) 
 
PRIME: The prime volume for each pump (Section 2.8.4 in the TASC Manual.)  
 
SCAN: An “Err” message will appear (there is no programming in SCAN.) 
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OPERATE MODE FUNCTIONS:  Now put the TASC mode selector switch to “OPERATE”. 
 
The following programming functions are available in the TASC console: 
 
SPEED: This is a direct reading of ground speed. 
 
AREA: Area will not accumulate in the handgun mode. 
 
CHEM., CHEM. APPLIED: Accumulated ounces as they are applied, switches to hundredths of gallons after 256 

ounces are accumulated. 
 
CHEM., CHEM. RATE: This register will indicate the programmed standard rate, regardless of the switch position 

“ON” or “ALT” the display will read as a ratio (i.e. 1:100 ,1gal.or”128 oz.” chemical to 100 
gal. Carrier). 

 
CHEMICAL % RATE: Allows changing chemical injection rates a preset per-percentage (Section 3.4.2.1 in the 

TASC Manual.) 
 
CARRIER RATE: The display will show “Flow Contl OFF Auto, Handgun” with no flow and the actual carrier 

flow rate in gallons per minute once flow is established.   
 
CARRIER TOTAL APPLIED: Accumulated gallons applied. 
 
WIDTH: “None” (boom widths are not used in the handgun mode.) 
 
DISTANCE: Accumulated distance in feet or miles. 
 
PRIME: Used for priming the injection pumps (section 3.5 in the TASC Manual.) 
 
TEST SPEED: The gallons per minute programmed in the “SET-UP” mode is displayed. 
 
SCAN: Scans information in the accumulators and registers. 
 
 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS WHEN USING THE HANDGUN MODE: 
 
A. PUMP CALIBRATIONS:  The speed of the injection pumps during calibration is determined by the programmed test 

speed (gallons per minute) and the programmed chemical application rate (ounces per 100 gallons.)  Set these 
numbers to your typical operating conditions before doing the pump calibrations. 

 
B. The injection pumps will operate at the speed necessary to apply the correct amount of chemical according to the 

actual carrier application rate.  The pump speed will change to compensate for changes in carrier flow. 
 
C. Booms are not used in the handgun mode.  If the TASC senses a boom “ON” condition, it will indicate an “Err” and 

will stop the injection pumps. 
 
D. The values programmed into the TASC console while in the handgun mode will remain in console memory, even 

when the normal mode is selected.  Any time the handgun mode is again selected, these values will automatically be 
present in the TASC console. 

 
E. Selecting TEST SPEED on the TASC console, while in the “OPERATE” mode, will cause injection pumps to control to 

the programmed test rate. 



 
TYPICAL OPERATION IN THE HANDGUN MODE 
 
A. Set the mode switch on the RS 6000 console to “handgun”, Master switch, Boom switches, and the Ground Speed 

Override Switch to “OFF”: 
 
B. Select “SET-UP” for the TASC console mode selector.  Program the TASC console as necessary (See SET-UP 

Mode, Page 1.) 
 
C. Zero the accumulated rates as necessary. 
 
D. Select “OPERATE”  with the TASC console mode selector switch 
 
E. Turn “ON” the desired chemical injection pumps. 
 
F. Be sure the carrier pump is operating.  Open handgun shutoff valve, depress the handgun trigger and the chemical 

injection pumps will be activated at the speed necessary to apply the desired rates of ounces per hundred gallons 
according to the actual carrier rate.  There is no delay to the control of the injection pumps.  (NOTE:  the carrier flow 
rate is the sum of the carrier and the injected chemicals.) 

 
WARNING: Rapid triggering of handgun can cause incorrect application or inadvertent error messages. 
 
G. Releasing the handgun trigger will cause the chemical injection pumps to stop immediately. 
 
H. Set the Auto / B / C / Handgun rotary switch to “Auto” and the TASC console will then be ready for the previously 

programmed broadcast spraying operations. 

ERROR MESSAGES AND RESPONSES IN THE HANDGUN MODE  (See also, Section 8.0 in the TASC Manual) 

Error-1:  “Error - 1, Pump #”  This indicates the displayed pump is running at its maximum rate.  An Error-1 condition 
lasting more than 5 seconds will cause all the injection pumps to stop injecting.  Check power connections and 
programming.  Check that the pump is large enough for the desired flow.  Once the problem is corrected, Error-1, Pump # 
is cleared by first selecting “Auto” and then returning to the “Handgun” mode on the switch panel. 

Error-3:  “Error - 3, Pump #”  This indicates there are no sensor pulses being received from the displayed pump.  An 
Error-3 condition lasting more than 5 seconds will cause all the injection pumps to stop injecting.  Check power, ground 
and fuses on the pump power cable.  Check the programming.  Check if the pump runs before the error condition occurs.  
Once the problem is corrected, Error-3, Pump # is cleared by first selecting “Auto” and then returning to the “Handgun” 
mode on the switch panel. 

Error-4:  “Error - 4, Pump #”  An Error-4 condition indicates that the displayed injection pump is running when it should be 
off.  An Error-4 condition will immediately cause all the injection pumps to stop injecting.  Check for normal operation of 
the injection pump.  Error-4, Pump # is cleared by first selecting “Auto” and then returning to the “Handgun” mode on the 
switch panel.  The pump driver module may need to be replaced if the problem persists. 

BOOM WIDTHS FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES, Normal Operations Only 

For broadcast spraying operations, separate widths can be programmed into the ‘’B’ or ‘C’ widths on the TASC console.  
Select the ‘B’ Width or ‘C’ Width on the RS 6000 console.  Select the width display function and the “SET-UP” mode on 
the TASC console.  Enter the desired width in inches. 

Now, whenever boom width ‘B’ or ‘C’ is selected on the switch panel, the TASC console will automatically adjust its 
Chemical output for the programmed width, regardless of the width programmed for the individual boom sections.  
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LEGACY PUMP CALIBRATION 
 
PUMP TUBE INSTALLATION 

     
 

TYPICAL PUMP CALIBRATION NUMBERS 
 
The pump calibration number (PC#) is a value that relates to the volume of chemical output during each revolution of the 
injection pump and is used by the TASC Control Console to determine each pump's actual discharge rate. Pump 
calibration numbers may differ slightly from one pump to the next. 
 
SELECTING THE PROPER PUMP TUBE 
 
Use the following formula to determine the flow capacity requirements of your application; then check the Pump Tube 
Selection Chart below for the proper tube size. 
 

Pump Capacity = Maximum Boom Width x Maximum Speed x Target Chemical Rate x (.00202) 
         (Ounces per Min) =    (Max Feet)                  x      (Max MPH)      x (Target Oz. per Acre)  x (.00202) 
 
Example: A sprayer with 12 ft. booms, traveling at a maximum speed of 11 mph and applying 64 oz. of chemical per acre 
would require a maximum pump capacity of 17.6 oz. per min. (i.e. 12 ft. x 11 mph x 64 oz. per acre x .00202 = 17.6 oz. 
per min). Referring to the Pump Tube Selection Chart we find that a 3/16 inch pump tube would be the best choice for this 
rate. However, if you need to apply 128 oz. per ac. of  chemical, you should use the 1/4 inch pump tube; the calculated 
34.1 oz. per min. exceeds the recommended range of the smaller 3/16 inch tube. 
 

 
 

 FOR BEST PERFORMANCE CHOOSE THE SMALLEST PUMP TUBE THAT 
MEETS CALCULATED FLOW RATE (OUNCES PER MINUTE) 
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• 1/2” Tube (Yellow) 180 

n 2.8 in Tasc Manual 

UMP CAL
 

 
g 

t is 
 fluid (Fl. oz.) collected. In this example we will be 

; 

se 
t them to a typical value, (Refer to Sections 2.3.2. & 2.5 in the 

mp NOT running. To safeguard against 

OT  T
 

filled with fresh, clean water, and they are connected to the proper 

 as follows: 
 

lows: 

 Mode 
LIED 

N 

 
D. . The current 

 
E. alve. Turn the handle on the calibration valve 

 
F. 

agnet). Allow the pump to run until satisfied the lines are flushed and filled with 

 
G. 

mp #1 and again select SET- UP with the Mode Selector switch. Now go back 
to the pump and perform the test.  

PUMP TUBE CALIBRATION NUMBERS 
 
Typical Legacy pump calibration numbers for Prothane tubes listed on the previous page are: 
 

• 3/16” Tube (Red) 32 
• 1/4” Tube (Blue) 55 
• 3/8” Tube (Green) 110 

 
All other chemical pumps refer to sectio
 
P IBRATION PROCEDURE 

TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE CALIBRATION PLEASE FOLLOW THE PROCEDURE EXACTLY! 
 

The following field procedure is recommended to check or calibrate the injection pumps. This procedure requires a catch
basin or container of at least 60 Oz. with graduation marks. In this example, a 56 Oz. test is described. There is nothin
magic about the 56 Oz. number, in fact, collecting more material leads to smaller measurement errors. However, i
important to get a very accurate measurement of the volume of
calibrating Pump #1, the procedure is the same for all pumps. 
 

OTE: MID-TECH suggests doing all calibrations using water to keep the procedure as simple and safe as possibleN
however, it may be necessary to calibrate with the actual chemical if it is an extremely thick, heavy or viscous fluid. 
 
Check the current Pump Calibration Number and Application Rate (pump to be calibrated) and Test Speed values. The
should be typical for your sprayer operations. If not, rese
MID-TECH user guide to view and enter these values). 
 
The calibration is conducted with the vehicle STOPPED and the main carrier pu
back flushing and siphoning, SHUT OFF the feed line valves at the water tank. 
 
N E: horoughly flush all injection lines and fill with clean water before performing calibration procedure. 

Make sure all chemical containers are A. 
injection pumps. Turn all booms OFF. 

 
B. Set the RS 6000 control console switches

Master Switch  OFF 
  Rotary Selector  AUTO 

 
C. Set the TASC control console switches as fol

 Power      ON
Selector  OPERATE  

  Display Selector  CHEMICALS,CHEM, APP
  Pump Switch #1 CENTER, ON POSITIO

 
 The accumulated volume for pump #1 will be displayed. 

Use the INC/DEC switch to reset the display to zero. Select SET-UP with the Mode Selector switch
pump calibration number is displayed. Now go back to the pump and perform the flush operation.  

Install calibration hose on the quick disconnect on the calibration v
so the arrow on the handle points towards the quick disconnect.  

Open the cover on pump #1 and press and hold the Calibrate Button, (The top button on upper left corner of 
chemical pump), (or install m
liquid. Release the button.  

Return to the control console and select OPERATE with the Mode Selector switch. Use the INC/DEC switch to 
zero the accumulated volume for pu
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Note:  Finish with the same amount of water in the calibration tube as you started with. 

 
H. h material to conduct the test. 

Direct the discharge line from the injection pump into the graduated container.  

I. n 
unt of liquid in the 

calibration container as observed on the marks on the side of the container (ie. 56 oz)  

J. m 

tead 
 the Indicated Ounces and 

multiply the Actual Ounces collected by the old PC# to determine the new PC#. 
 

Actual Oz./Indicated Oz. x Old PC# = New PC# 
 

If the Indicated Ounces is less than the Actual Ounces collected, the Cal# will increase. 

Example: 56/53 x 145.0 = 153.2, the New PC# 

K. n Number, return to the SET - UP Mode and view the old Pump Calibration 
Number (145.0 for example).  

. Use the INC/DEC switch to increase the PC# from 145.0 to 153.2.  

M. 

 accumulated ounces is off by a significant amount, recheck the calculations 
making sure the math is correct.  

N. 1. Turn the handle on the calibration valve so the arrow on the handle points to the rear of the 
calibration valve. 

ALIBRATION TIPS 

ducing test speed or width.  If 
ere is a difference between the two tests then one of the following could be the cause: 

 
e at the higher rates. 

• There is an air leak on the suction side of the chemical pump. 
 

Note:  Each of the tests should be run more than once for accuracy. 

alibration hoses supplied with the machine, they allow you to see any air bubbles that could cause 
accurate results. 

ISTANCE CALIBRATION, GROUND SPEED SENSOR 

must 
se or been repositioned (Radar 

ensor), or if the tires have been changed (Wheel and Speedometer Sensor). 

 wheel 
 adjustment to this initial calibration number may be very large, 

epending on the configuration of the vehicle. 
 

Dj RADAR – 1000; MID-TECH COMPACT RADAR – 779; SPEEDOMETER SENSOR – 3500 
 

Be sure the supply tank for the pump being calibrated contains more than enoug

 
Press and hold the Calibrate Button, (or install magnet), and allow the pump to discharge into the calibratio
container. When enough material has been pumped, release the button. Verify the amo

 
Return to the console. Select the OPERATE Mode. The number displayed will be the "Indicated" Ounces fro
Pump # 1. If the console reading agrees with the calibration container the pump is calibrated. If the console 
reading is incorrect, calculate the new calibration number. For instance, if the Indicated Ounces reads 53 ins
of the actual 56 (which we collected), then we would divide the Actual Ounces by

 

 
To change the Pump Calibratio

 
L
 

Set the Mode Select switch back to OPERATE and the accumulated ounces will again be displayed.    The 
console recalculates the ounces accumulated and should now show the amount actually collected (56 in our 
example). If the displayed value of

 
Turn OFF pump #

 
C
 
Calibration should be done with Test Speed set at 10 mph, Calibration "C" width set at 120” (factory default), and the 
highest application rate to be used.  Once this is complete then check at the low end by re
th

• The chemical is to thick to completely fill the pump tub
• The pump tube is damaged and needs replacement. 

 
Use only the clear c
in
 
D
 
It is important to field calibrate the distance sensor to insure optimum accuracy! The distance calibration 
be periodically checked. This is especially important if the sensor has come loo
S
 
Use the following initial calibration settings to get started. For the radar this number will be pretty close. For the
speed sensor and the speedometer sensor the
d
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wing settings: 

he display now e current distance calibration value. 
 

B. Use  initial distance calibration value suggested. You are now ready to    
perform the distance calibration. 

O : A
 

A. es the effect on the radar 
mounting angle and/or actual working diameter of the tires as the main tank empties. 

 
B. 

 totals will be when spraying. Keeping the distance in even hundreds of feet will make the calculations 

 
C. Drive the vehicle to the starting point of the distance range and stop. 

 
D. 

 Calibration Number. Record this number for future reference. As an example, 
assume this number is 1000. 

 
E. nd check to see that the accumulated distance is set at zero. If 

not, reset it to zero using the  switch. 
 

F.  Drive the vehicle at a speed of between 5 and 10 mph. The distance will start to accumulate in 

 
G. 

ted distance of 792 ft. is shown after driving over a 800 ft. range, the error in the distance calibration 
is 1.0%. 

 
H. Calculate the new Distance Calibration Number using the following formula: 
 

(Measured distance/Accumulated distance) x Old DC#=New DC# 

 the accumulated distance is less than the measured distance the new Cal# will be larger. 
 

Example: (800 / 792) x 1000 =1010, the New DC# 

OTE: The same procedure is used, regardless of the type of distance sensor. 
 

RECORD THE DISTANCE CALIBRATION NUMBER HERE: 

A. Set the TASC control console to the follo
 Power    ON  
 Mode Selector  SET-UP  
 Display Selector  DISTANCE 
 
T  shows th

 the INC/DEC switch to select the

 
DISTANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
 
N TE ll pump and boom switches should remain OFF during the entire procedure. 

Fill the main tank 1/2 full of water, to approximate actual load conditions. This minimiz

Measure out a known distance of 800-1200 ft. or more in a field or roadway. Make it an easy place to 
maneuver the vehicle. The longer the distance used for calibration, the more accurate the accumulated 
distance
easier. 

Turn the Display Selector to the DISTANCE position and the Mode Select switch to SET-UP. The console 
displays the current Distance

Return the Mode Select switch to OPERATE a
INC/DEC

Start driving.
the display. 

Stop the vehicle at the end marker. The display shows the accumulated distance. Compare this distance to the 
actual measured distance, to determine how much of a correction is necessary. For example, if an 
accumula

 
If

 
N
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Servicing the Pressure Spring (4) and Diaphragm (7). 
 

1. Loosen the lock nut (2) 1/2 turn and turn the adjusting screw (1) counter-clock-wise until the 
pressure spring (4) is no longer under tension. 
 
NOTE: When installing the adjusting screw during reassembly, turn the screw clockwise 
until the lock nut just touches the spring chamber. When the regulator is placed in service 
the pressure setting should be very close to the original setting. 
 

2. Remove the four assembly screws securing the spring chamber (5) to the regulator body 
(11). During reassembly, tighten the screws evenly. 
 

3. Lift the spring chamber (5) from the regulator body. 
Then remove the spring button (3), pressure spring 
(4), pressure plate (6) and diaphragm (7). 
 

4. Inspect all parts and replace if necessary. 
Reassemble the regulator in reverse order. After 
placing the regulator in service, adjust the delivery 
pressure as outlined under the sprayhead nozzle 
pressure adjustment procedure (Section 3, pg. 15). 
 
Servicing the Strainer Screen (10), Piston Assembly 
(9), and Bottom Plug 0-Ring (12). 
 

1. Remove the pressure spring tension as described 
under Servicing the Pressure Spring (4), and 
Diaphragm (7) (above). 
 

2. The bottom plug (13) is under slight tension as a 
result of the piston spring (14) acting against the 
plug. Loosen the bottom plug with a standard 
wrench, then carefully unscrew the plug by hand. 
The piston spring (14), piston assembly (9), and 
strainer screen (10) will drop out with the bottom 
plug when it is removed. 
 

3. Remove the o-ring (12) from the bottom plug and 
replace if necessary. Also inspect the piston 
assembly, especially the composition seat disc. 
Replace any worn or damaged parts. 
 

4. Thoroughly clean the strainer screen and flush the 
regulator body to remove any foreign material that 
may have collected around the strainer screen. 
 

5. Reassemble the regulator in reverse order. After placing the regulator in service, adjust the 
delivery pressure as outlined under the sprayhead nozzle pressure adjustment procedure 
(Section 3, pg. 15). 
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WARRANTY STATEMENT 
 
 
NORSTAR INDUSTRIES, INC. warrants to Purchaser for use, that, if any part of the product proves to 
be defective, in material or workmanship, within one (1) year from date of original installation, and is 
returned to NORSTAR INDUSTRIES, INC.  within thirty (30) days after such defect is discovered, 
NORSTAR INDUSTRIES, INC. will, (at its option) either replace or repair said part.  All returns shall be 
authorized prior to shipment.  Freight will be prepaid by customer. 
 
This warranty does not apply to normal deterioration, due to wear and/or exposure to the elements, 
damage resulting from misuse, neglect, accident, improper installation and/or maintenance, or use of 
non-compatible chemicals. 
 
Said part will not be considered defective if it substantially fulfills the performance specifications. 
 
Auxiliary power equipment resold by NORSTAR INDUSTRIES, INC. (gasoline engine) is warranted by 
the manufacturer, NOT by NORSTAR INDUSTRIES, INC.  Electronic components are not to be 
disassembled, without the express written permission of NORSTAR INDUSTRIES, INC.   
 
In the event of a defect in the sprayer control or injection pump, Norstar Industries, Inc. will provide a 
loaner injection sprayer control (computer) and/or injection pump, within  
twenty four (24) hours from the time user and Norstar Industries determine repairs cannot be made in 
the field. 
  
Defective parts returned to NORSTAR INDUSTRIES, INC. must include a packing slip with the following 
information:  Sprayer Model, Serial Number, Date Installed, Dealer from whom purchased. 
 
NORSTAR INDUSTRIES, INC. neither assumes, nor authorizes anyone to assume for it, any other 
obligation or liability in connection with said part, and will not be liable for consequential damages. 
 
THE FOREGOING WARRANTY IS EXCLUSIVE AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY FITNESS FOR PURPOSE AND OF ANY OTHER TYPE, OF WARRANTY, 
WHETHER EXPRESS, OR IMPLIED.  NO AGREEMENT MODIFYING, OR EXTENDING THIS 
WARRANTY, WILL BE BINDING ON NORSTAR INDUSTRIES, INC., UNLESS IN WRITING AND 
SIGNED BY AN AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEE OF NORSTAR INDUSTRIES, INC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COPYRIGHT © NORSTAR INDUSTRIES INC. 1996-2007 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
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